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Dr Eugene Brown 
arrives in PerfecT 

wiTh VioleT.
The archer 
broThers

are hiding
a big secreT. 

VioleT receives
a pair of round- 

rimmed glasses ThaT 
reveal Boy and 
no-Man’s-Land.

Boy and oTher orphans in
No-Man’s-Land help VioleT
uncover whaT’s going on.

The Archer broThers use Tea 
and Their glasses To conTrol 

The people of PerfecT.

The WaTchers work for
The Archer broThers,
guarding PerfecT and
sTealing imaginaTions.
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ImaginaTions 
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in jars and

hidden away in 
The Archers’ 
Emporium.

VioleT discovers The GhosT EsTaTe 
where The Archer broThers grow 

Their eye planTs.

PerfecTionisTs and
No-Man’s-Landers uniTe To 
defeaT The Archer broThers

and The WaTchers.

boy’s mam, Macula Archer, 
is a prisoner in a room 

in The GhosT EsTaTe. 

The gaTe beTween PerfecT and 
No-Man’s-Land is knocked down. 

Welcome To Town!
and so our sTory begins…    

William Archer develops The
ReImaginaTor – a machine To give 
people back Their imaginaTions.
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11

home

ChapTer 1

“I feel like we’re spying on everyone, Boy,” Violet said, as 

she took in the masses of tiny TV screens in front of her. 

She was sitting inside the Brain.

The Brain was William Archer’s newest invention. 

Well, it wasn’t that new, it had been around since just 

after Perfect fell, which was nearly a year ago. It looked 

like a black box from the outside and was around the 

same size as a garden shed. The Brain had black shutters 

on the sides, that could be lifted up to give easy access to 

the cramped space inside, for repairs. Hundreds of small 

black and red cone-shapes covered the flat roof. 

It was situated just off the steps of the Town Hall, on 

Edward Street. The Town Hall was the centre of Town, 
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William said, and so this was the best place for the Brain 

to receive signals from all the eye-plant beds. 

Since Perfect had fallen, William Archer had planted 

numerous beds of eye plants on the streets around Town. 

They acted as lookouts. “A Town security system,” 

William said, when he first proposed the idea. The eye 

plants were living eyes and sent signals of what they saw 

back to the Brain, which converted those signals to 

pictures.

Boy looked at the screens too. “Maybe that’s because 

we are spying, Violet,” he joked.

“You know what I mean!”

“What are we really going to see in Town? Nobody ever 

does anything exciting around here – well, nothing they 

wouldn’t want us to see, anyway. Though maybe you’re 

right, Violet…I mean, we might see Mrs Moody putting 

out her washing, or what if we see Mr Bloom plucking  

his weeds!” Boy mocked. “Anyway, the eye plants spy on 

people all the time and you’re fine with that!”

“Yeah, but they’re doing it for a good reason – they’re 

looking out for Edward, in case he ever comes back.”

“And we’re doing this to fix the eye plants. They won’t 

be able to look out for Edward if they’re broken, will 

they?”

“What’s wrong with them anyway?”

“Well, Dad says they’re acting up a bit. He’s fixed the 
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rods and cones on the roof, and wants to see if that has 

worked. The electromagnetic sig—”

“Boy, I haven’t a clue what any of that stuff means. 

Just say it in plain English!”

“I forgot you’re not half as intelligent as me,” he 

teased.

“Whatever. If it makes you feel better, you can tell 

yourself that,” Violet said impatiently. “So what does 

your dad want us to do?”

“We’ve to look at the screens and check they’re all 

working. Make sure none of them are blank or blinking on 

and off.”

Violet jumped from her chair and began to walk 

around. Inside the Brain were lots of tiny TV screens, all 

clustered in the centre of the space like a giant spider’s 

eyes. They were surrounded by a narrow walkway to 

inspect them from. 

“Each screen is connected to an eye plant in one of the 

flower beds around Town,” Boy continued. “The number 

on the top corner of the screen will tell you which bed.  

If you see a screen blinking, write down its number.”

“They all look fine here.” Violet’s stomach churned  

as she watched Mr Hatchet pick his nose outside his 

butcher’s shop on one of the tiny TVs. “It’s a bit weird 

looking at people when they don’t know, isn’t it?”

“Oh, there’s a new train in Merrill’s toyshop window,” 
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Boy said excitedly, moving closer to the screen in front  

of him.

“Why do boys love boring things like trains?” Violet 

sighed, shaking her head.

“Why do girls love boring things like…talking?” Boy 

smirked.

“Any problems?” William Archer asked, poking his 

bearded face round the main door of the Brain. 

“No, Dad,” Boy replied. “Maybe the adjustments you 

made worked.”

“Wouldn’t that be great?” William smiled, ruffling his 

son’s unruly hair. “It’d get Vincent Crooked off my back, 

anyway.”

“Is the Committee meeting finished, then?” Violet 

asked.

“Yes, your dad is on the way, Violet. He was just having  

a word with Vincent.”

“What happened this time?” she asked. 

Her dad and Mr Crooked were always “having words”, 

and most of the words weren’t nice, her mam said. Her 

dad called it “a difference of opinion”, but Violet knew 

that meant he just didn’t like the man. She kind of agreed 

with her dad, though. If Mr Crooked was anything like his 

son Conor, then she wouldn’t like him either.

“Nothing, Violet,” William replied. “Vincent was just 

questioning how secure the eye plants are, after the 
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recent problems. Your dad was trying to persuade him 

that everything is fine.” He smiled.

“Right, Violet, are you ready?” Her dad stepped into 

the doorway, looking red-faced.

“Did you convince Vincent?” William asked.

“No,” Eugene replied, “but I had fun trying. I don’t 

know what it is about that man, but I just can’t warm  

to him. He was saying something about robberies and 

how if the eyes weren’t working properly, we wouldn’t be 

safe in Town.”

“Robberies in Town?” William laughed. “I wonder what 

he’ll come up with next!”

“Anyway,” Eugene said, stepping back out onto Edward 

Street, “it’s Sunday night, time for your bed, Violet. Your 

mother will be wondering where we’ve gone to.”

“But, Dad, can’t I stay a bit longer?” Violet pleaded, 

looking at Boy.

“No, it’s school tomorrow. Mrs Moody won’t be happy 

if you fall asleep in class.”

“Mrs Moody is never happy anyway, Dad!”

“Come on, Violet,” Eugene said, squeezing her 

shoulders affectionately.

Violet sighed and said goodbye to William and Boy, then 

walked with her dad through the quiet streets of Town.

On the nights her mam went to cooking classes, 

Violet’s dad brought her to Committee meetings. The 
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Committee was formed after Perfect fell, as a way to rule 

Town. It was made up of ten people. Her dad called it a 

demoncrosity or demoncr-something. Anyway, it just 

meant all decisions in Town were voted on, so everything 

was fair.

The meetings were boring and – unlike tonight when 

she helped with the Brain – normally Violet would have 

to sit through two hours of adults talking. The walk home 

with her dad always made up for it, though.

The skies in Town were usually clear, and Eugene 

Brown would point to the stars and ask her to name them. 

They’d done it so many times now that Violet knew them 

all by heart. Sometimes she forgot one on purpose, 

because Mam said her dad loved to show off all the stuff 

he knew about science.

“There’s the Plough,” Eugene said, pointing, as they 

neared their house.

She was following his finger, when all of a sudden 

something flew out of the bushes in front of her. Violet 

jumped, almost landing on her father’s foot.

“It’s okay, pet,” he soothed, looking skywards. “It’s 

only a bird. Strange it’s out at this time of night.”

Violet steadied her breath as they walked up their 

gravel drive.

“Do you think Town would be safe if the eye plants 

really stopped working, Dad?” 
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“Pet, Town is one of the safest places I’ve ever been. 

Perhaps one of the safest places in the world. We don’t 

need the eyes, but they’re William’s indulgence. I think 

he wants to turn something bad into something good.”

“But what about Edward Archer? What if he comes 

back and tries to steal everyone’s imaginations again?”

“He’s not coming back, pet. That man’s long gone 

from here.”

Eugene Brown opened the front door, flooding the 

yard with light as he walked into their house. Violet 

stopped on the steps for a moment, looking out at the 

clear dark night.

She used to hate this place, when it was called Perfect 

and everyone was controlled by the Archer brothers. But 

now, Town really did feel like home.
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